KARIKA 46
(Creation of the intellect)
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Proponent: Which is indeedTHIS IS THE CREATION Of THE INTELLECT AND IS CALLED
PI:RVEItTED KNOWLEDGE, DISABILrrY, COMPLACEN£Y
AND ATTAINMENT
The remaining of the sentence is 'this is the result of that'. The
term 'this' is mentioned to present before (the listener) the ob~ct to
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be stated. In the expression 'creation of the intellect' the terms
pratyaya, padartha
and lak~a9-a-(all meaning object) are
synonymous).1 The creation of the pratyayas is denoted by the term
pratyayasarga which means the creation of the padiirtha of laksana.
Or, pratyaya, knowledge, determination and ascertainment are
synonyms.2 This is the creation of that and, hence, is called the creation of intellect - which means the effect or function of the intellect.
Or the term pratyayasarga means that caused by the intellect. That
which is said to be 'caused by the intellect'.
How?
The scripture also says: since the creation beginning with the
intellect upto the specific objects is caused from intellect. The
mahatmya!arira in case of whom the body was produced finding himself alone pondered-oh, I will create the sons who will work for me,
and who will know me only to be highest or the lowest. From him
who was thinking like this, five gods took birth from the five main
apertures. He was not satisfied with the birth of those. Then took
birth the twenty eight from other apertures opening on sides . With
the birth of those also his mind did not settle. Then were born the
other nine gods from the apertures opening upwards. He did not
consider him successful (or with the object fulfilled) with the birth of
them also. Then were born the other eight from the aperture opening
downwards. Thus born from that thinking of Brahms were consequently called the creation of the intellect or knowledge.' That is
named as perverted knowledge, disability, complacency and attainment respectively. Out of these, the perverted knowledge 'is considering the object not conducive to welfare as conducive to welfare'.
Disability is the incapability due to the defect (in the means). Satisfaction is the desistance (or to stop the activity) with getting less than
desired. Attainment is the accomplishment of an object as it was
desired. For example, when one engaged in the activities for virtues
and (earning) wealth after leaving the performance of the Agnihotra,
etc., starts intermixture (of castes by marrying a woman of the other
caste), it is his perverted knowledge. Disability is tpe incapability
due to the defect in means. Complacency is to be satisfied only by
receiving only whatever is received. Attainment is the accomplishment of the whole of the. remaining (ritualistic) act.~ Similar should
bt! stated with reference-to the wealth, etc., also. W!tatev~t,!is 'that
fourfold result is called perverted knowledge, etc.
.
.
.
(Kinds of dispositions)
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DUE TO THE MUTUAL SUPPRESSION OF THE GU~AS
BECAUSE OF THEIR RELATIVE INEQUALITIES, ITS KINDS
COME TO BE FIF'IY.
The term 'their inequalities' means the inequality of the constituents. The inequality of the constit ucntsmeans the association with
the state of dominating and less. The term 'gunavaisamyavimardah'
means the suppression due to the inequality of the constituents. The
notion of distinction (or mixture) amongst the Sattva, Rajas and
Tamas is in accordance with the dispositions. Due to that takes place
the fifty kinds of the dispositions.

-
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1.
2.
3.
4.

The object stands for intellect in the present case. The expre
sion comes to mean the creation of intellect.
This comes to mean the creation of the modes of intellect.
Here, four refers to perverted knowledge, twenty eight to dis
abilities, nine to complacencies and eight to attainments.
This is the case of the one engaged in virtuous act of perfor
mance of sacrifice.

/
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KARIKA 47
(Kinds of dispositions)

ifI~fq¥ijNow we reply how it is stated (that they are of fifty kinds)
(Kinds of perverted knowledge)
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There are five kinds of perverted know/edge. These are the error,
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delusion, extreme delusion, gloom and utter gloom. The first is the
perverted knowledge called error found in the case of the one who is
engaged in the act not conducive to the welfare but has the notion of
being engaged in the act conducive to welfare and thus remaining in
this lower disposition.
.
The cognition of soul in the material form like head, hands, etc,
as the notion that 'that with broad chest, white teeth, red eyes, long
arms is 'I'(the soul)' the cognition prevailing from beginning that T
am the hearer, seer, etc., with reference to the function of the organs
as hearing, touching, tasting, smelling, speaking, seizing, walking, excretion, gratification, observing, ideation and ascertainment, is the
one inferior to the first.
..
How is it inferior?
To this the reply is : In the earlier case one desiring to know
(the soul) as distinct from the body and the senses and failing to cognise so due to its subtlety, wrongly admitting as a proof in postulating
its elemental notion as established by others or postulating himself
has not gone so far froni the right (path). This person, however, has
the notion of 'I' in the body in which various forms of origination,
sustenance and destruction are directly perceived. Therefore, it is inferior to the eanier. The adherence to the notion of mine with reference to the external object is inferior to the earlier. The earlier may
have the notion of soul in the body because the soul is non-perceptible or the function of the soul is not found separate from that of the
organs, it is possible. This suddenly-comes to consider as soul, the
mother, father, son, brother, wife, cow, gold (wealth),c1oth, shelter,
etc., which are of different causes, form, place, nature, purpose,
favour, weakness, birth, sustenance and destruction. Therefore, it is
inferior to the earlier. Anger is the fourth perverted knowledge. It is
inferior to the earlier and is said to be gloom.
How is it inferior to the earlier ?
To this the reply is-He permits the negation of the earlier adherence also. When someone gets separated from the external ob1
ject, the expert when approached speak like this of the world
Having this in mind you think over whether there is someone'
upto now who is not yet separated from his dear one, therefore, the
intelligent man should not adhere to the external substances, then he
replies, it is true; the time of separation is short (i.e. the separation
has just taken place), therefore, the intellect is not controlledf The
angry man, however, who has the opposite ascertainment due to the
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adherence to the object imagined by himself, cannot be make to
desist from it even when punished. Therefore, it is inferior to the earlier, The dejection of death is the fifth perverted knowledge. I~is inferior to,the earlier and is called the utter gloom.
How is it inferior to the earlier?
To this the reply is: the earlier being desisted (rom the earlier
adherence when looked with squinting eye does not start reaction (or
counteracting), but by no one is negated (warded off) the destruction
which is most certain in the world beginning from Brahma right upto
the piece of grass. Therefore, the dejection over inevitable death is
inferior to the earlier. These are the five kinds of perverted
knowledger'
'
(Kinds of disability)
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The disability arising due to the defect in the organs is of
twenty eight kinds.
'is' follows from earlier context. Out of them, the defect in the
external organs alongwith (that in) mind is of eleven kinds. Of seventeen kinds is the defect of the Buddhi.4 These are the kinds of disability.s
(Kinds of contentment)
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The contentment is of nine kinds and the attainment (is) of eight
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Thus, due to the (mutual) suppression (of the constituents) due
to their inequality result the fifty kinds of the fourfold creation of the
dispositions.

KARIKA 47
1.

Some portion of the text is missing here.

2.

4.

I.e., he has mentally composed himself, but is unable to control
his sentiments fully because the incident has just taken place.
These are sometimes listed as avidya, asmita, riga, dvesa, and
abhinivesa. Cf. Yogasutra 23.
These are explained in 49th kirika.

5.
6.

These are discussed in kiiriki 50.
These are discussed in kiiriki 51.

3.

KARIKA 48
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If we speak elaborately, there are hundred or thousand or even
infinite kinds of the objects, If it is asked how, we reply, because:
(Kinds of Ignorance)
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There arc eight [orms of ignorance.
Out of the five kinds of error explained above, there are the
eight kinds of ignorance.
How?
This is through the notion of higher with reference to the lower
eight causes in case of one who starts his activities depending upon
the knowledge of higher.
(Kinds of delusion)
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And of the delusion.
What?
There are eight kinds. Through the force of the word' and' is
conveyed the sense of 'I' in the eight kinds, viz, atomic forms etc.
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(really) belonging to the capability of the body.
(Kinds of great delusion)
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The great delusion is of ten kinds.
It is the notion of mine in the family of (consisting of) ten kinds
(of persons), viz., mother, father, brothers, sister, wife, son, daughter,
preceptor, friend and well-wishers. Or according to the others it is
(the notion of mine) in the word, etc., (i.e. objects of the senses)perceptible and those taught in the scriptures.' That great delusion is
enumerated as of ten kinds.
(Kinds of gloom)
Gloom is of eighteen kinds.
It is the anger of the one tormented with reference to eight
kinds of the capability of the body and the (members of) family of ten
kinds. Or ten kinds of objects of the senses.
(Kinds of utter gloom)
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So is tlte utter gloom.
The term 'so' is to apply the common qualities (viz. number of
eighteen in the present case). The sense is that the utter gloom is
(also) of eighteen kinds only.
How?
.Because it is the dejection of the one being separated from the
eight kinds of the capability of the body and ten kinds of family.
(Further division of error)
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Thus, are the five kinds of error; the particular kinds are individually defined. In this context also, each cause is of fifteen kinds
in accordance with the notion of higher in eight causes in the form of
the Sattva, Rajas and Tamas collected together separately modified,
individually and collectively. In this way, they became of fifteen,
twenty and of hundred kinds. As is the case with the one engaged in
(the path of) liberation, so with the other engaged in the virtue and
enjoyments. Single object when enumerated elaborately comes to be
of infinite kinds. This is merely the illustration given by the authority ..
Similarly, should be related to the other objects like incapability, etc.
Thus, the ignorance of having five joints is explained with details.
Now we shall speak of the kinds of incapability mentioned after that
(in the text).

KARIKA 48

1.

Here, ten objects are five worldly and five divine objects of senses. Cf. SatPkhyatattvakaumudi, 48.

KARIKA 49
(Kinds of Disability)
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Opponent: It is stated very broadly and, hence does not enter our intellect (i.e. is not understood). Therefore, leaving aside the
kinds stated in the context of perverted knowledge, it should be
stated as to how the disability is of twenty-eight kinds.
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TIle eleven kinds of the injuries to the organs alongwith the injuries to the intellect are declared to constitute the disabilities.
The term indriyavadhah means the injuries to the senses.
These are the absence of activity (of organs) with respect to their
respective objects on account of the dominance of Tamas on account
of its connection with the object having its (of Tamas) own impression over the Sattva which is in turn of the nature of knowledge. For
example:
Deafness, blindness, insensibility of the olfactory nurves, dumbness, numbness of tongue, insanity, insensibility to touch, palsy of
hands, impotency, intestinal paralysis, and lameless. Out of them,
deafness is of the ear, blindness of eyes, insensibility of olfatory nur-
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ves, dumbness of the organ of speech, numbness of the tongue, in. sanity of the mind, insensibility to touch of the skin, palsy of hands,
impotency of the organ of generation, intestinal paralysis of the anus,
lameless of the feet. These are the eleven injuries to the organs.
(Disabilities

of Intellect)
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The others, however,
Seventeen are of tile intellect due to tile reversal of contentments
and attainments.
Out of them, the contentments are the Prakrti, etc., which are
to be. spoken of later on. There is twofold reversal of them. The absence of activity for that state through the yogic practices in the case
of an unintelligent person, and the knowledge of insecurity in the
earlier state itself without knowing the highest state in case of an intelligent person, or the same in all the states in case of one who
knows the soul. Out of them the first is intended to be of the nature
of inability, the middle is so comparatively.
How?
The yogi who is present at the state of the subtle elements and
is contented upon without conquering the state of asmita has accomplished super natural powers because he has gone above the
gross dements. Thus, the yogi who bas conquered the asmitii is contented from the standpoint of the intellect etc., and has accomplished
supernatural
powers from the standpoint
of the earlier state.
Similarly, the one situated at the State of intellect, from the
standpoint of the cosmic matter and from the standpoint of the earliec State.
One situated at the state of cosmic maUer, from the
standpoint of the conscions entity and from the standpoint of the ear-
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lier. The knower of the distinction between the constituents and conscious entity, has certainly accomplished supernatural power. Thus,
in case of one having not known the conscious entity, are the nine injuries to the senses opposite to ambha, etc. Due to the reversal of
Taraka, etc., there are eight avataraka, etc. This is the inability of
twenty-eight kinds.
(Division of contentment)
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The contentment which is of the nature of desisting from the
effort with the attainment of less than desired due to the satisfaction
over the object possessed, is of one kind in general. It is of infmite
types with reference to each object of desire as one is satisfied over
the hundred and thousand, and so on. In the scripture it is of nine
kinds because of the nine varieties of the means (of its attainment),
these are not ascertainable in nature through words with regard to
the attainment or avoidance of the external and internal pleasure,
pain and indifference.
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(Internal contentment)
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Out of them. Four are the bodily or internal called cosmic matter,
means, time and luck.
The internal (bodily) is thus :
The attribution of the nature of soul to the non-soul by a yogin
who wants to know the distinction between the body and the soul is
the internal attainment, which means the contentment, satisfaction
and rest (or peace).'
(Contentment of cosmic matter)
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Out of them, that which is called cosmic matter is this; When
one gets rid of attachment and hatered after knowing the cosmic
matter through direct inference and inference by implication and
(knowing) that the intellect, etc., come out of that, and thus ascertaining the enjoyership and non-doership with reference to the part
(of the cosmic matter) which is (considered by him as) neither a
cause nor an effect because there is the impossibility of evolving 10
the form of intellect, etc., in case of the whole of the cosmic matter
because the evolutes of the cosmic matter are innumerable. That initial contentment is called the Ambha.2
Why?
The cosmic matter appears to be infinite. Since cosmic matter
serves as a cause of the universe, it fulfills the need of the other
remaining part, viz., soul through its modifications into the form intellect etc., because its nature of being universal does not come to an
end; moreover since the part which is devoid of both the above stated
qualities and is the experiencer is not destroyed even when the world
meets destruction. So says the scripture; " Ambha refers to the col- .
lection of the constituents and the subtle parts of the body. And, the
constituents are Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. Subtle parts of the body
are the intellect etc., (and) it is aU accumulated here. The cosmic
matter appears to be unlimited. Ambha is that which is cognised as
unlimited. That yogi indeed after conquering over (i.e. having attained) the state of cosmic matter and after seeing everything as not
devoid ofthat due to the greatness of that (cosmic matter) and (thus)
believing in the absence of any category other than that cognises (i.e.
considers) that state only as the isolation. After being separated from
the body, he gets merged in the cosmic matter and then returns back.
At the state of that satisfaction, the other seven modifiables should
be seen as restricted (or obstructed) from evolution. As in this case
of the one believing in the cosmic matter ultimate truth there is no
knowledge about cosmic matter. Similarly, in case of the others (i.e.
considering the lower elements as the ultimate truth) there is no
knowledge about the higher principles, i.e. of those considering intellect as the highest, about the cosmic matter, of those who consider
egoism as the highest principle, about intellect, of those considering
subtle elements as highest principle about the egoism. According to
those, the parts of them (i.e. category believed to the highest) are the
experiencers, as in the earlier case (of the cosmic matter). Here also
due to the differentiations of Sattva etc., which are together, individual, modified and separated (internally) and pol together, the
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destruction of the ignorance should be understood as endless.'
(Distinction between contentment and ignorance)
arm, g;'{1Ij'q~1l(j{~e::~~~ctl('CIl<tI ~
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I

Opponent : The contentment and Ignorance are not different because the definition is the same. Contentment is the considering of the eight causes (i.e. productives) as the soul. It is
mentioned as the Tama in the section of Ignorance. Therefore,
there is the intermixture of the above categories.
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No, because it is a particular disposition (or type of
knowledge). Tama is that when one is taught of the cosmic matter
and the conscious entity, he would with a view to ascertain the
knowledge may resort that the cosmic matter is preferable to the
other two. In the case of contentment, however, when one is engaged
(in having) what is the highest (principle), one does not want (or attach importance) to know the other category due to the satisfaction
in knowing the cosmic matter only.4 Moreover, because of its particular abandoning. The deep-rooted understanding of soul in the
non-soul is to be abandoned by the state succeeding knowledge.
Since it abounds in Tamas, it is called Tama. Contentment is, on the
other hand, tender attachment for philosophy (i.e. philosophical
thinking), thus, abounding in Sattva. Moreover, on account of the victory over the category. The contentment is the inclination to some
other state by the yogin who has won over that (former) state because he has brought under control its power. The other, however, is
of the nature of adherence only. This is the difference between the
two. Therefore, there is no intermixture of the categories. Thus is explained the contentment called cosmic matter.
However, inspite of the capability of the cosmic matter, the
production of objects is not possible without their respective material
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causes. Since there is no specification in cosmic matter, it would involve the undesirable contingency of the origination of the objects at
all the time. In the case of one who admits that this universe is a creation of the cosmic matter,(without considering other material causes)
due to the non-specification in that (cosmic matter) there arises the
undesirable contingency of origination of cow from the man and that
of the man from buffalo. Moreover, there arises the undesirable contingency of the absence of differentiation into various classes. In the
case of one who admits that the world is a creation of cosmic matter,
there would be no differentiation (or classification) into classes, because that cosmic matter is common or devoid of differentiations.
(Salila)
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However, the objects are observed to be classified due to the
material causes. Therefore, it is right to consider that (material
cause) only to be the cause. When one gets rid of attachment and
hatred through the philosophy that the soul as an experiencing principle which is (according to him) of the nature of the effect and the
cause is part of the material cause itself, that is the second contentment called Salila. Why is it (called) salila?
Because the modification gets merged if there is the material
cause of that.s With this purport the scripture says-Uttering salila,
salila one takes recourse to the merger of the modified when that
(material cause) is present (or when it is so), the world gets merged
in that. That yogi after getting over the earthly element and after
finding the world as not a void through the greatness of that
(material cause) and, thus, considering (or believing in) the non-existence of some other object considers that state only as the state of
liberation. And, after leaving the body he gets merged into the earth,
etc. And, from that he returns back to the universe.
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(Ogha or Time)
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And, when (it is realised as follows, there takes place third contentment).
Even if the capability in the material is present, the
origination of the objects does not result from that only; on the contrary. Time is needed by those who have the other material with
them-the sprout comes out of the seed due to a particular period of
time (season); similarly, the stalk from the sprout, the joints of the
stalk from the stalk and the origination of the other plant from that
joint, etc. Otherwise, there would have been the manifestation of
these particular (states in the plants) within a moment merely
through the presence of the material cause. Moreover, there would
arise the undesirable contingency of the origination when the time is
nOJsuitable. There would be the origination of barley in winter and
the rice in spring, in the theory of those who hold that the world is
caused by the material cause only. This is, however, not desirable.
Moreover, that is not explicitly mentioned/' The different adjustments of nature and behaviour of the beings are observed in accordance with Time. Therefore, it is verily the cause. When one gets rid of
the attachment and hatred through such a philosophy that the part of
that (Time) is experiencer which is neither a cause nor an evolute,
that third (type of) contentment is said to be ogha.
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Why is the Time called ogha?

Because it carries away or drives near everything like the
stream of water. Just as the stream of water carries away or drives
near commingling with itself everything like straws, log of wood, a
stone or being, the Time also carries (or takes) one from embryo to
childhood from childhood to maidenhood,
from maidenhood to
youth, from youth to old age, from old age to death; as also from the
seed to root, from the root to sprout. And, it is stated so:
Whatever first night the man enters into the womb (of mother)
that night only he sets out (worldly journey) and goes on without any
return.
Therefore, due to its similarity to the stream of water, the Time
is called ogha. The aspirant after winning over the Time and believing in the absence of any other entity considers that stage only as
isolation. And, after getting separated from the body, he enters Time.
And, from there he returns back. (When a person gets detached
from realising the following, it is the fourth contentment).
(Vrsti or destiny)
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Even in the presence of the capability of time the origination of
objects requires destiny.
Why?
Because there is no origination even in presence of that 'Time'.
Even when the capability in the means, and a particular Time are
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present, the origination of some (object) takes place and the origination of some does not. Therefore, there does exist some other cause
on which depends the origination and non-origination of the objects.
Moreover, on account of the undesirable contingency of impossibility of
the progress. In case of the one desiring (i.e. believing in the no-

tion) that the. result comes out the time only, there would be no
progress in the particular acts mentioned in the scriptures-such as
sprinkling with water, (different) vows, fasting and sacrifi~ etc.
Why?
Because of their futility? On the contrary, the progress is there.
Therefore, the origination of the objects is not caused by the Time.
Moreover, it is in conformity (to common experience). The particular result is observed to be caused by particular destiny only, even
when, cause, material cause and time are common. Therefore, the
past dispositions only are the cause. One gets rid of attachment and
aversion through the philosophy that the part of that only is the experiencer which is neither cause nor an effect, that fourth contentment is called the vr~!i.
Why is it called vr~!i?
Because it causes all the beings to thrive. Just as the dry stalks
and creepers thrive after getting rain, similarly, all the beings thrive
or increase due to a particular change of destiny. Therefore, due to
.its similarity with rains the contentment named bhaga is called vrsti.
The scriptures also say:
'The vr~!i (contentment) and rains are riches depending upon
a sudden event. That (contentment) like rains increases everything".
That ascetic after failing to conquer the destiny and on account of
the greatness of that finding the world as not a void and grants the
absence of all other objects, then. he.takes' that stage only as the state
of isolation. He merges in that only after getting separated from
body. From that he returns back.
(Time and destiny)
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Opponent : Time and destiny are not admitted; because their
denotations are not thoroughly cognised. It is stated earlier that
in case of the yogin who is of the nature of (or has identified
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with) the cosmic matter, the eight causes form the object. The
elements like earth (form the object) of the yogin who is of the
nature of (has identified himself with) material objects. There
is no statement like this about Time and destiny. Therefore, it
should be stated which element does it denotes.
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Proponent: No, because it is already stated. We have already stated
that there is no element called Time. On the contrary, the term
time is applied to the activities. It is also established that it is
the function of the organs. And, the function is not different
from the agent. Therefore, one identifying himself with time
believes (or declares with faith) that the sentient object is the
organs. The name (destiny) refers to virtue and vice. And, it is
already stated that these are the attributes of the intellect.
Therefore, the believer in destiny is the one who proclaims that
the sentient object is intellect.
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Opponent: It is not so, because, it is a different type of contentment.
The intellect is the cosmic matter itself. (trsti
.... called) the Mahat
is the detainment in the cosmic matter itself. There is no much
propriety in postulating that intellect. is a different contentment.
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Proponent; The intellect is taken out of the scope of the earlier contentment.9 Or, after postulating the activity subsisting in and indicated by the effect (body) or the senses. With an intention to
refer to that Time is stated so. And the virtue, etc., are the form
of intellect, the destiny is different from intellect and, hence,
one is said to be destiny. Or the time is the external cause.
Then, the other theorists who take some other object postulated through their mind as the soul should be understood to
be refuted.
Other lnterpretatlon;
The believers ill the sentient nature of cosmic matter who
believe inthe cosmic matter, dispositions, hope, etc., as also the
material cause, time and destiny are the believers in intellect, egoism
and the subtle elements. That is wrong because it is disproved. The
causes like intellect, egoism, and subtle elements are not well-known
as the material cause, time and destiny. Therefore, this is also Wrong.
Thus, there are the four internal contentments.
(External Contentments)
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And the five external are due to the abstinence from the objects
(of the five senses). 77111S, are said to be the nine kinds of contentment.
The term 'and' is for restriction. The external contentment is
the getting rid of the blemish of attachment merely by observing the
faults in the objects, in case of an ascetic who is not advanced in
thinking over the soul.lO When one comes to know the defect in earning, (he gets an idea that) everything is produced (end hence, noneternal). The persons desiring (for worldly objects) should not
always engage in earning. Because of their unreal nature, their existence is for sometime only - it is already said earlier. Moreover, because it is associated with many obstacles. Even without postulating
the natural subsistence of the object when a favour is shown towards
earning them through accepting them as presents, that is also wrong.
Why?
Because it is associated with.many obstacles. Thus, there is no
means of earning the objects, which is free from obstacles; hence, it
becomes obligatory to make efforts in removing that (obstacle). If
that person struggling (for earning money) destroys some person
presenting obstacles, there will be the contradiction with the scriptures because of managing for one's own welfare through injury to
others. Because it is stated:
Whatever is disagreeable to one's own self, one should not
present that for others. This is briefly the virtuous conduct, the other
than that is through lust.
It is stated again:
The objects (wealth) which come through troubling the beings
should be left by those who do not desire for that (as it is) the cause
of spoiling this birth as well as the other births.
Therefore,
after realising the unstability
of the bodies of
all - right from Brahma, because of their being the composite of
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Sattva, etc., like a pot, the worldly pleasure which is burning due to
the suffering of other bodies and is momentary (lit. fickle) like a
straw and a meteor, should not be enjoyed by powerful gentlemen.
Now, this man is again attacked by obstructions, then there
remains no object for himY When one attains neutrality through
the realisation that there is a stock of miseries for the one starring
working for attaining pleasure, that is fifth contentment
called
sutaram.
Why is it called sutaram?
, It is called sutaram because through this means people easily
cross the miseries of the objects; it is when an aspirant after knowing
the faults, experienced earlier or through their birth, even after earning the objects through efforts, puts forth the fault in protecting
them.
How'!
The objects are common to all the living beings because the
relation of an enjoyer and the object of enjoyment is common for all
beings. Therefore, arrangement should be made for their protection.
While engaged in that (act of protection) if one debars the others
from (attaining) them, there would be the contingency of the faults
mentioned above; 12 if (one debars) oneself, there is absence of objects for him.
(Suparam)
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When one attains neutrality through the realisation that there is
a stock of misery only even in case of a man who acts for (attaining)
pleasure after fixing the mind upon it day and night, that is sixth contentment called suparam.
Why is it called supararn?
Because through it people easily get over the ocean of objects
(Sunetram)
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(There is the seventh contentment) when even inspite of the
faults stated above or after making arrangements for protectionlike staying near the village, city, market and others, the aspirant who
has protected the objects puts forth or faces the fault of (their)
decay.
How?
From whatever object the embodied beings want to derive
pleasure, the same object becomes the cause of their non-attachment
to it due to its destructibility. The objects earned through much
efforts and protected well belonging to (even) those who hanker
after them meet destruction even in the presence (of the owner) just
like bubbles in water. There is in this world no object mobile or immobile the destruction of which is not observed directly or through
inference. Therefore, a wise man should turn away with efforts the
sense of mine with reference to son, wife, house, etc., belonging to
those attached to the destructible objects.
When one gets neutrality through this kind of philosophy
(thinking), that is the seventh contentment called sunetram.
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Opponent: Why is it called sunetram?
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People easily take themselves to the state of isolation.That is
why, it is called sunetram.
(Sumiirfcarn)
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When, however, inspite of these faults one puts forth the fault
of a deep attachment to them.13
How?
The desire for the object comes to an end in case of the senses
which have attained the object - that is the pleasure. The desire to
obtain the objects is a source of misery. The attainment of these (objects) also does not evoke peace but evokes the cleverness in the way
of enjoying them. That is why it is stated:
When the one hankering after the objects enjoys the objects
continuously, his desires (for it) become more. Then, the man may
extinguish the forest-fire, but he connot withdraw the senses from the
objects through enjoyment. Therefore, after knowing that the contact
with the objects is not capable in withdrawing the senses, one should
act with absence of attachment. When one attains nuetrality by
realising this, that is the eighth contentment called sumllricam.
Why is it called sumaricam.
It is the good abode of the yogi who is devoid of the attachment
towards the objects and who is an object of worship.
(Abhayam or uttarna)
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It is when he puts forth the blemish of injury in (addition to)
the faults mentioned earlier
How?
Because the enjoyment of the objects is not possible without
diminishing others' objects. Enjoyment means the eating of agreeable
objects; enjoying a woman and travelling on horse, elephant or man,
etc. Here the injury must be caused to cow, goats, sheep, bullock,
woman and man, etc., which [orm the accessories (means] to that (enjoyment), by a person desirous of enjoying agreeable objects. Otherwise, without causing injury to them there arises the undesirable
contingency of the impossibility of (getting) the object ; by the one
enjoying the woman injury must be caused to the other women and
mother, father, brother etc. Otherwise, there will not be horses, etc.I4
Therefore, the injury to others must be caused by the one who
desires for enjoyment, or showing clemency to the enjoyment of the
objects should be given up. It is state also:
As the objects of enjoyment increase in case of the embodied
beings, the injuries to its accessories also increase. Therefore, not·
desiring to cause bodily injury to other beings one should live with
satisfaction after giving up all property or paraphernalia. The
knowledge (leading to) the cessation of the darkness of becoming
(i.e.the world) comes to existence without delay in case of one who
tells truth, is calm and does not have desire for all the objects (or
beings).
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When one gets indifference through realising this, that is the
nineth contentment best of all called abhayam.
Why?

The fear of injury (to himself or to other) is the best of the fears
in the beings. With the removal of that results the best, (i .e. the fearlessness.
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Opponent:
In case of the contentment of earning and protecting
also' there is the fault of injury to others. The same is spoken of
here also. How then (you should tell), can be understood the
distinction between the two?
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Proponent: It is not so, because the objects of two are different. It is
stated in the beginning that in the case of earlier the desirous of
objects shows respect to earning and protecting, by that
desirous man destruction of the obstruction must be made. In
the present case, however, it is intended with reference to those
by whom the earning and protecting (has taken place), (but)
the experience of the objects is rendered impossible without
the destruction of the ob: truction that (object) .15 Therefore, it
is not mixed up. Thus are stated the nine means of getting rid
of the attachment and aversion to the objects viz., ambha, etc.
They get the denotation of the word contentment in case of the
yogins who are devoid of knowledge. In the case of the person
possessed of knowledge, however, they are called the stages in
non-attachment and are accomplished in their respective
stages in realisation.

KARIKA 50
1.

It is because one is satisfied with the attribution
soul to some other element.

2.

Briefly, such a man is contended
part of cosmic matter itself.

3.

The sense is that since objects composed of the constituents
infinite, the ignorance about them is also infinite.

4.

Ignorance is the absence of a right decision after comparision
between a few things while in contentment one does not want to
know the other objects after knowing one object and thus considering it to be the highest.

5.

The meaning intended is that just as things get merged in water,
the material objects get merged in their cause. If soul according
to the above is product of material cause, it would also get
merged in that.

6.

It is not mentioned that the material cause like cosmic matter
gives rise to the object in accordance with the suitable time.

7.

The sense is that these acts would be turned futile if it is
accepted that everything happens in accordance with time and
requires no other factor.

8.

An object can merge into some other material object only.
Time and destiny do not denote some material object.
Hence, the objection.

9.

I.e., cosmic matter is restricted only to the root cause and intellect is considered as a distinct element.

10.

He is externally satisfied because he does not hanker after the
objects, but he has not channalised energy for the realisation of
soul.

11.

The sense is that he gives up his desire for the objects without
getting them.

12.

It would involve the enjoyment
violence to others.

13.

Here starts
sumancam.

the description

of nature of

with the idea that soul is the

of the objects

are

by causing

of the next contentment

called
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14. Here injury is not physical, but also in the form of taking away
an object from other's use.
15. In short, through the earlier a man gets detached with an jdea
that the earning and protection of the objects require injury to
others while through the latter a man gets detached with an idea
that the enjoyment of the objects is not possible without injury.

